launch CSER, the second such center after Bostrom's Future of Humanity Institute in Oxford, which he launched in 2005. CSER's name was "a deliberate attempt to push the idea of existential risk more towards the mainstream," Price says. "We were aware that people think of these issues as a little bit flaky." CSER has recruited some big-name supporters: The scientific advisory board includes physicist Stephen Hawking, Harvard biologist George Church, global health leader Peter Piot, and tech entrepreneur Elon Musk. In a sign of just how small the field still is, Tallinn also co-founded FLI in 2014, and Church, Musk, Hawking, Bostrom, and Rees all serve on its scientific advisory board. (Actor Morgan Freeman, who has literally played God, is also an FLI adviser.)
Most of CSER's money comes from foundations and individuals, including Tallinn, who donated about $8 million to existential risk researchers in 2017. CSER's academic output has been "ephemeral" so far, Tallinn concedes. But the center was set up as "a sort of training ground for existential risk research," he says, with academics from elsewhere coming to visit and then "infecting" their own institutions with ideas.
THE DOZEN PEOPLE working at CSER itselflittle more than a large room in an out-of-theway building near the university's occupational health service-organize talks, convene scientists to discuss future developments, and publish on topics from regulation of synthetic biology to ecological tipping points. A lot of their time is spent pondering end-ofthe-world scenarios and potential safeguards.
Church says a "crunch," in which a large part of the world population dies, is more likely than a complete wipe-out. "You don't have to turn the entire planet into atoms," he says. Disrupting electrical grids and other services on a huge scale or releasing a deadly pathogen could create chaos, topple governments, and send humanity into a downward spiral. "You end up with a medieval level of culture," Church says. "To me that is the end of humanity." Existential risks stemming from the life sciences are perhaps easiest to imagine. Pathogens have proved capable of killing off entire species, such as the frogs that have fallen victim to the amphibian fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis. And four influenza pandemics have swept the world in the past century, including one that killed up to 50 million people in 1918 and 1919. Researchers are already engineering pathogens that in principle could be even more dangerous. Worries about studies that made the H5N1 bird flu strain more easily transmissible between mammals led the United States to halt such research until late last year. Terrorists or rogue states could use labmade agents as a weapon, or an engineered plague could be released accidentally.
Rees has publicly wagered that by 2020, "bioterror or bioerror will lead to 1 million casualties in a single event." Harvard microbiologist Marc Lipsitch has calculated that the likelihood of a labmade flu virus leading to an accidental pandemic is between one in 1000 and one in 10,000 per year of research in one laboratory; Ron Fouchier of Erasmus MC in Rotterdam, the Nether-
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Frankenbrooms
Supercoated broomheads used in curling, a winter sport played on ice. Frankencell J. Craig Venter's attempt to create an artificial cell containing the smallest possible number of essential genes.
Frankenfears
Exaggerated concerns about transgenic food (Frankenfood) and other products of genetic engineering.
Frankenforests
Engineered trees that grow more quickly, absorbing more carbon dioxide and providing more wood and pulp without the need for toxic chemicals.
Frankengene
The catechol-O-methyltransferase gene. In 2008, researchers linked variants in the gene to the strong, frightful reaction some people have to horror movies.
Frankenmoth
A male diamondback moth engineered to spread a lethal gene to females, creating nonviable offspring that reduce the moth's toll on crops. Cousins include Frankenflies and Frankenmosquitoes.
Frankenmouse
A genetically or surgically altered mouse. Variations have included the "oncomouse" that's prone to cancer and the "earmouse" that had a humanshaped ear (photo, left).
Frankenmums
Mothers who freeze eggs for their infertile daughters to use.
Frankenpets
Transgenic dogs that would repel fleas; cats that would not cause allergies.
Frankenpines
Cellphone towers that resemble pine trees.
Frankenrobot
A robot, created at the University of Reading in the United Kingdom, that had a "brain" made of rat neurons placed on a multielectrode array.
Frankenshoes
Platform shoes with wedge heels or sneakers with heels.
Frankensites
University websites that have conflicting material posted by professors and their departments.
Frankenspuds
Genetically modified potatoes that are resistant to blight. Also known as Frankenfries.
Frankenstorm
A combination of storms that creates a monster event. Superstorm Sandy famously merged with another storm in 2012 to wallop the U.S. East Coast.
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